Why we needed to change

Our previous performance management
approach hadn’t changed in over 20 years

“Too much paperwork”

80%

of colleagues
think the system
could be better

“Too focused
on ratings”

Two million
hours of form-filling per year

“Didn’t encourage
teamwork”

Built by colleagues
for colleagues

The five principles that are vital
for any Your Best activity.

Be human

To succeed we needed a
clean break from our past

Our pilots involved
over 2,000 colleagues
and 2,700 Check-ins

We wanted to upskill
everyone, not just
leadership

We listened carefully
every step of the way

We partnered
with Mind Gym to
transform how we
think, feel and behave

Straighttalking

Optimistic

Refreshing

Active

Your Best way to
performance management

Your Best starts
with having a
clear Purpose

Your Best is
underpinned by
regular Check-ins

The Checkpoint
replaces the
repetitive box-ticking

The Six Conditions
facilitate personal
responsibility

Asking for and giving
regular specific
feedback is
essential

The impact so far

“I don’t have to complete loads of
documentation, instead I can
use my time to coach my team”

“I spend more time on learning new things
and having more regular conversations
with my manager…”

78%

of colleagues have
had three or more
Check-ins

“I’ve got the joint responsibility (with my line
manager) – there’s no hiding behind
ratings, calibration or a broken process”

“Removal of labelling people
through ratings”

74%

Are clear on how they
are performing &
developing

“Feels much more adult to adult and
honest”

Check-ins are the key*

More likely to know
how they are
performing

Feel more
recognised for a job
well done

(54pt variance)

(52 pt. variance)

More likely to
recommend their
manager to another
colleague

Feel the Group’s
commitment to
learning is making a
difference to them

Feel their manager
is giving them
feedback

(52 pt variance)

(28pt. difference)

(21pt. Variance)

*Colleague response to LBG CES survey 2020 comparing colleagues who indicated they had three or more Check-ins in the last year versus those who indicated they had one or fewer

